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T

he new Year rings in staffing
changes here at Nordic Tugs. Jim Cress has
decided to step down as Nordic Tugs' president and concentrate
his efforts on marketing the 52 and in operating his Nordic Tugs
dealerships in Washington and Florida. Jim will still be involved with Nordic Tugs
operations as CEO. Keep an eye out for Jim, Stephanie and "Big Fun" at boat shows
around the country.
Other staffing changes include the promotion of David Goehring to VicePresident. David has done an excellent job over the past seven years, serving as
Comptroller, and this is a promotion well-earned. Congratulations, David.
I would like to extend a big Nordic welcome to Tracy Prescott, our new Director of Sales and
Marketing. Tracy brings with him many years of experience in the marine industry, and we are excited
to have him join the Nordic Team.
I am honored to be given the opportunity to serve as President of Nordic Tugs, and I look forward
to meeting you all at upcoming Rendezvous.
Sincerely,
Waypoints is a quarterly publication
of Nordic Tugs, Inc.

Ric Reid, President
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A Pokey Run By Judy Foster

W

hat a pleasant surprise to be reading
PassageMaker Magazine and read
about a planned trip to the Bahamas for
all interested boaters. Jim and I had
spoken on several occasions about the
timing for a return visit to the Abacos in
the Bahamas, and the more we read, we
realized the timing would be great for us.
We already had planned to be in
Stuart, Florida, for the Nordic Tugs
Rendezvous. So, with some conversation
about the logistics, we determined to leave our 37’
Nordic Tug at the
marina after the
rendezvous.

Then return a month later for the trip
to the Abacos.
After a couple of days of seminars,
briefings and last minute provisioning, the
morning came to head our fleet east.
Morning broke fair with light wind, and
we were out of our slips and lining up. The
trip organizers had broken the 30 plus
group of boats down into three groups
based on speed. We would be part of
group two, 10-12 knot speed.
Our close companion boat throughout
the trip would be Autumn Saga, a 32’
Nordic Tug owned by Les and Louise
Rothman, whom we had met at the Stuart
Nordic Tugs Rally just a month earlier.
Along the trip we kept in contact
comparing speed, heading and overall
well-being of the boat and crew.
Mid-way through the crossing, you
could look around at the sapphire blue
water and realize where the term Deep
Blue Sea really comes from. Before you
knew it, we were seeing lumps on the
horizon that would soon become
port of entry West End.
One layover
day at West End
and the band
headed out
around Indian
Cay and through
Barracuda Straight.

Tug-A-Long in Hopetown Harbor, Elbow Cay, Abacos.
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Jim & Judy in the Bahamas - Great Guana Cay.

With the breeze up a bit and the shallow
water, it would be a pitch and roll day,
(which the Nordic takes in stride), until we
were close to Great Sail Cay and began
seeing the Abaco bank. Jim likes to refer to
the color of the water as Aqua Velva Blue.
My sister was so amazed at the sight; she
couldn’t take enough pictures.
Next stop, Spanish Cay for the night
and then on to Green Turtle. We had a
great day making our way around the
island in a golf cart. Up in the morning,
and it was on to Great Guana Cay for
music, food, dancing and one of the most
beautiful views of beach and water
anywhere. Our final destination before
returning was Marsh Harbor. The farewell
dinner party was great fun for all.
Note the pictures of “Tug-A-Long”,
our 37’ Nordic Tug on a mooring in
Hopetown Harbor, Elbow Cay, Abacos.
The Nordics are sturdy, very seaworthy
boats and gave all aboard confidence in
their ability to withstand whatever
conditions we faced.
We look forward to future Nordic Tugs
rallies and more adventures with the
friends we have made along
the waterways.

Dedicated Professionals Nordic Tugs’ Customer Service Staff

I

n the past, Waypoints has featured
articles on Nordic Tugs, both new
boats and changes to existing boats.
We have also spotlighted manufacturing staff who work behind the scenes
building the boats that are so special,
both to our customers and to the
people here at Nordic Tugs.
In this issue, we’d like to introduce
you to some of the staff who keep the
business side of things running, yet are
equally proud of the products that we build.

When you call in to Nordic Tugs,
the first to greet you would be either
Loretta Murphy or Kari Perrault. Loretta
Murphy has been a dedicated Nordic
Tugs employee for over six years.
Loretta started in the shop in patch
and detail. As the business grew, she
did as well, and was promoted to the
front office to assist our customers.
During her time with the company, she
has become extremely knowledgeable
about the product. Loretta serves as the

The dedicated Professionals left to right: Tracy, Kari, Loretta, Bob and Dan.

primary receptionist routing your
questions to service, sales or engineering staff – though quite often she’s able
to answer customer questions herself.
In addition to her reception duties,
Loretta takes the construction photos
that are posted online and assembles
the big red owners manuals that come
with your boat.
Kari Perreault has been with
Nordic Tugs going on four years and is
the back up for Loretta on the phones.
Her primary
position is
accounts payable.
Both Loretta
and Kari are
greatly appreciated around the
office for their
willingness to
pitch in and help
out where
needed.
Dan
Hilsinger is “the
man” - he
handles service
and technical
calls in addition
to selling parts.
Dan has been
with Nordic Tugs
for five years and
worked in
production prior
to moving into
field service. He
now manages
our warranty and

service departments. Prior to joining
the Nordic Tugs family, Dan worked
in the northwest boating industry for
other boat manufacturers, both in
production and testing, and he also
worked on commercial vessels.
This diversity brings a wealth of
experience to both Nordic Tugs and
to you – our customer.
Marketing manager, Bob Shamek,
joined Nordic Tugs four years ago.
Bob has more than 20 years experience in the marine industry in
marketing, sales and service. At one
point in his career, he was Nordic
Tugs’ Cummins engine representative.
In addition to his marketing duties,
Bob is the main contact for Nordic
dealers and manages Nordic’s dealer
development program.
The newest member to the staff is
Tracy Prescott in the position of Sales
and Marketing Director. Tracy was
formerly with Northern Lights (the
generator set manufacturer) and also
spent many years in the marine
electronics field working for companies such as Furuno. Tracy brings a
broad base of marine and marketing
experience to Nordic Tugs. He is also
a life long boater and currently owns a
power boat.
Tracy, Kari, Loretta, Bob and Dan
are just a few of the many dedicated
professionals here at Nordic Tugs who
work hard everyday to keep Nordic
Tugs’ running smoothly so we can
continue to provide you with the best
product and customer service in the
marine industry.
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Tuggin’ Along by The Tatro’s
A HISTORICAL JOURNEY

I

n the Summer of 2002, we cruised
our 32’ Nordic Tug, Lady Linda, from
our home on the Chesapeake Bay to
Quebec City, Canada. Joining us on our
cruise were fellow tuggers Larry and
Dorlis Gold, owners of Gold’s Rush; Dave
and Shirley McVey, owners of Shalako;
and the Seren Clere, owned by Roger
Jones and Peggy Haretos.
The cruise proved to be both an
adventure in boating and a lesson in
history as we toured various cities and
ports throughout our nearly two-month
excursion.
The procession left Kent Island at
8:30 am on Saturday, June 15. It was a
cloudy day, but a good day for putting
some miles under the hull. One of our
first stopovers was Cape May. A bicycle
tour provided the group a spectacular
vision – recently painted Victorian houses
and the historical brick lighthouse and
museum at Lighthouse Park.
On June 19, we were underway off
the New Jersey shore to Little Egg Inlet,
then up the ICW to Manasquan. After five
hours of closely following buoys (and a
couple of gentle “bumps” on the bottom),

Tugs in a tunnel

the group emerged from the Point
Pleasant Canal into the Manasquan River.
After two hours of unsuccessfully
searching for docking or anchoring space,
and with a major thunderstorm approaching, we went back offshore for the run to
Sandy Hook, where we anchored inside
the breakwater at Atlantic Highlands.
The next four days were spent
enjoying the numerous sites New York
has to offer, from its beautiful parks to its
historical landmarks. The tour would not
have been complete without a stop at
“Ground Zero”, the site of the former
World Trade Center. The size and scope of
the devastation was an overwhelming
site. Several days were spent enjoying the
sites as the parade of tugs cruised further
northward through the State of New York
and the Erie and Oswego Canals.
During the first week of July, the
convoy explored many historical landmarks including Fort Oswego (originally
built by the British to keep the French out
and now protected as a historical landmark and is used as a museum) and
Battlefield Park in Sackets Harbor on Lake
Ontario, prior to heading up the St.
Lawrence River. Exactly four
slips were available at
Keewaydin State Park Marina
in the Thousand Islands, the
crews tied up our tugs and
boarded the Lady Linda and
headed for Heart Island, the
site of the 5-acre, elegant
Rhineland castle/estate, Boldt’s
Castle. Built in the beginning
of 1900 by George Boldt for
his beloved wife Louise, the
estate was never completed

Lady Linda

and the project abandoned after Louise’s
death in 1904. Now restored to its
condition at the time of abandonment,
Hart’s Island is owned by the Thousand
Island Bridge Authority.
We celebrated the 4th of July cruising
through the Canadian waters and taking
in the breathtaking beauty of the Thousand Islands en route to Kingston,
Ontario.
Several days were spent enjoying
bicycle tours through Kingston’s many
fascinating sites including the Royal
Military College, the Martello Fort and
Fort Henry. There was also a very
extensive Farmer’s Market with a huge
array of fresh fruits and vegetables,
homemade breads and pastries, sausage
and fish, and maple products – the
selection was incredible.
On July 8th, the troop set out for
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Ottawa via the Rideau Canal, starting with
the Kingston Mills flight of four locks. The
locks were extremely busy, and all four tugs
at one point were tucked in with two
smaller boats. It was a long cruising day
navigating the locks. The evening was spent
at a wine tasting party hosted on the Seren
Clere, savoring the fine wines acquired
during a visit to the Finger Lakes region.
The next stop on the journey – the
city of Ottowa, the governmental center
and home of the Canadian parliament.
Four glorious days were spent enjoying
the city’s many attractions – the daily
ceremony of the changing of the Parliament guard, the many beautiful bike
trails, and the Byward Market, one of
Canada’s oldest and largest public markets
– prior to departing toward Montreal.

Continued on page 6

Route to Ottawa and home

Clockwise from far left:
Play house at Boldt Castle,
Erie Canal tug,
Changing of the guard at Ottawa,
The hydrofoil ferry
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Tuggin’ Along by The Tatro’s
A HISTORICAL JOURNEY
Continued from page 5

Several days and a few stopovers
later, we arrived at the Carillon Lock – the
biggest lock of the trip with a 65-foot
drop! There were so many boats waiting
on the high side that only two of our four
tugs could fit into the next locking, and
two had to remain to wait for the next
lock. Once we were all together again, we
headed to the Port d’Escale. At this point,
the St. Lawrence River had just come over
some rapids, and we found ourselves
heading into a current of at least six
knots, with turbulence and eddies that
made boat driving exciting!

Tug-A-Long headed home.

Port d’Escale is an elegant marina,
built by the city of Montreal for transient
pleasure boats, and it is right in the heart
of the old City. After settling the boats in,
we walked the old city for a while before
stopping at a restaurant in an old stone
courtyard for a very “French” dinner.
The next morning, on the 19th, we
boarded a tour bus at 11:00 am for a
narrated two-hour tour of the city. We
learned a great deal about the history of
Montreal. After a day of strolling the old
city, picking up a variety of breads and
cheeses along with way, we topped off the
evening eating an excellent meal while
listening to live music coming from the
Labatt Bleue club adjacent to the pier.
On Sunday, July 21, we awakened
to the church bells of the Cathedral du
Notre Dame. Try as we might, we could
not locate a Sunday paper anywhere.

After a lazy morning of coffee and some
incredibly light and flaky cheese
croissants found at a local boulangerie,
we set off again to explore the city on
bicycles, though this time to the east. We
came across an Art Festival, consisting of
around 150-200 tents in which local
artisans displayed and sold their
beautiful creations.
We departed Montreal on the 22nd –
the day was perfect for cruising. We
continued our journey toward Quebec City.
Over the next several days we anchored in
the Marina de Sorel and Portneuf.
We arrived at the Marina Port Quebec
on the 24th. Quebec has a tidal range of
17 feet, so access to the marina is through
a lock at any time except high tide. The
marina is right in the heart of the city, a
perfect place from which to explore
Canada’s oldest French settlement.
To end the day, we wandered through
some of the many fine antique shops near
the harbor, and after dinner onboard, we
watched the lights of the city come on as
the sun set – a truly beautiful sight!
We spent four amazing days touring
the numerous sites in Quebec, including
the once small harbor village of Quartier
Petit Champlain; Chateau Fontenac, a
world famous hotel that looks like a
magnificent castle dominating the top of
Quebec and guarding the city; and the
Basilica Notre Dame du Quebec, one of
the oldest and most beautiful cathedrals
in North America – which amazingly took
nearly 350 years to complete.
On the morning of the 28th the
Nordic fleet was once again underway at
8:00 am, a departure timed so that we
would have a following current most of
the way back to Tres Rivoires, and we
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would pass through the Richlieu Rapids
at a time of slack water. We held the
following current for almost the entire
63 nm trip and had less than 1/2 knot
of following current through the rapids.
We were fortunate to have good
weather up to this point, though our luck
didn’t hold out, and the next few days
we spent navigating through bad
weather on our way to the Marina du
Chambly. We took a walk over to the
beautifully restored Fort Chambly, which
was the first fort built in the mid-1600s.
It has been occupied by the English, the
French and the Americans, and used at
various times to protect against one
another or the local Indians. The primary
objective of the Fort for many years was
to control the lucrative fur trade. After
being abandoned as a fort around 1900,
the buildings were ravaged by time,
weather and vandals. Parcs Canada has
since taken over the restoration and
maintenance of the Fort, and it is now a
wonderful museum.
We moved the tugs in queue for the
locks at 6:00 am on the 31st, ready to
head for home. For some reason when the
locks opened at 8:30 am, the lock tender
bypassed us and moved a large Canadian
trawler, which had anchored out the night
before, into the lock ahead of us. After the
large boat had been raised to the top of
the first three locks, the lock tender
announced that there was another large
boat coming through the system in the
opposite direction, that these two boats
could not pass each other in the canal, and
that we would have to wait an hour or so
until the northbound boat arrived so that
the two could pass in the turning basin
just outside of Lock 3.

through the stress cracks. The boat ran
okay – with some minor vibration – and
several of the electronic systems had
suffered from the impact.
We came through the breakwater at
Cove Creek just eight hours after leaving
Cape May and were happy to be home.
Together with six of our friends, we
enjoyed breathtaking views, numerous
beautiful historical sites, had covered
nearly 1800 miles and passed through 105
locks in a spectacularly successful cruise.
The anticipation and excitement of leaving
on a cruise of several months are only
second to the excitement of coming home!
About a month later, we finally got
Lady Linda out of the boat yard – looking
like new and running perfectly. It was an
unfortunate accident, but fortunately
nobody was hurt. Undeterred by the
mishap, we’ve already planned out our
next Great Adventure!

The next day we continued on
toward Cape May, where we pulled in to
refuel at the South Jersey Marina. A large
50+ foot trawler came up behind us at a
speed much too fast for a fuel dock. The
trawler never hit reverse, and as his bow
loomed over the stern of Lady Linda, we
jumped for the dock just in time to hear
the loud crash and sound of crushing
fiberglass. Fortunately, we had lots of
fenders over the side, four lines from the
boat to the dock, and a custom hull
extension, which took the brunt of the
force. We spent the next several hours
talking with the Coast Guard and the NJ
Marine Police – and with the two insurance companies involved.
We left port slowing at 7:15 am on
the 8th, making sure that the prop
turned without stress, the rudder turned
the boat, that the electronics worked and
that we were not taking on water

Rideau Falls

At 10:30, they finally let three of us
into the system. Rub-a-dub-dub, three
tugs in a tub! The three of us fit so tightly
that we could not even get a full size
fender between two of us! We repeated
this process seven more times in the next
two hours as we progressed through locks
one through eight.
Ten very slow miles later, we reached
Lock 9 at St. Jeans. One more tight
squeeze, and we were in open water for
the last twenty miles to the U.S. Border
and the Lighthouse Marina. The Customs/
Immigration man was waiting for us, so
we cleared quickly. The Italian restaurant
at the dock served us all an excellent
“welcome-back-to-the-US” dinner!
On August 2nd, the two 37’s were
temporarily out of commission awaiting
parts at Marina Champlain. We two 32’s
headed across the lake to Burlington,

Vermont, for a day of sightseeing and
shopping. We came across a wonderful
microbrewery that had some unusual
and wonderful beers. For lunch, we
found New England lobster rolls that
matched anything we found on the
coast of New England – wonderful!
On the 4th we were able to
continue our journey home – 75 miles
to Whitehall, the start of the Champlain
Canal, which connects Lake Champlain
to the Hudson River. The Champlain
lock system and the trip down the
Hudson River to Catskill was smooth
and uneventful.
We had planned to anchor just south
of Liberty Park in New York City on the
6th, but we reached the turn just after
two in the afternoon and decided to
continue on to Sandy Hook, where we
anchored for the evening.

$

Author’s Special

15

plus shipping

perfectfirstmate@aol.com
(860) 633-2698
“Because there is plenty of good advice
here, the book should not scare off men
or women who are skippers...”
John Rousmaniere, author
The Annapolis Book of Seamanship
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Tech Tips

by Jerry Husted, Sea Trial Capt. and Founder of Nordic Tugs

ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS: SOLUTION #48

W

e asked our friend at the local
boatyard about the most insidious
electrical problem that he sees on
boats. He thought about that for
awhile then quickly came back with,
“ You’ll never guess – the SHOREPOWER
INLET!” Why? It looks shiny, businesslike, and made of the finest materials.
True, but something inside happens, no
matter how careful we are.
When shorepower is plugged into
AC power, current surges through the
three bayonets inside the fixture. A
slight amount of heat is generated
from the flow of the current when the
breaker is turned on and the contacts
are energized. Ultimately, the heat may
burn a small pit in the metal bayonets,
and this decreases the area of contact
slightly. Then the next arc has less
area to dissipate the heat, and the
small pit may enlarge from the heat,
and/or a new pit develops. Sort of a
growing problem.
The heat builds up when on, and
then cools when it’s off. Over time, the
physical shape and volume of the
metal bayonets may warp, shrink or
change slightly.
We’re talking physical change so
small that you’d be hard pressed to
measure it, but here’s where it shows up.
The contact between the retaining screws inside the inlet fixture,
that holds the wire tightly against a
clamp, loosens slightly. Over time
this may result in an infinitesimal
gap between the wire and the
bayonet terminal, and will cause
sporadic and momentary electrical
failure. This produces voltage surges

HOW TO PREVENT SUCH TREACHERY
1. Turn off AC power at the breaker
panel by turning the master breaker and
dockside circuit breaker off.
2. Unplug the shore power from the boat.
A.

3. Unscrew the four mounting screws on
the outside of the fixture. When using
through bolts, hold the nut from turning.

Shore Power Inlet cover open
A. Mounting fastners

or spikes to your battery charger,
heaters, and any electric or electronic
equipment that may be in use. Most
equipment will resist damage from
these momentary power spikes – but
some may not.
Electrical equipment failures are
expensive to fault-trace and expensive
to repair or replace. In the worst case
scenario, the electrical arcing may get
hot enough to actually burn the wireends and insulation. If there are
combustibles nearby and no one
detects the heat, it could be even
more serious!
The surge or spike will be
intermittent at first, possibly damaging your electrical equipment, then
returning to normal – as if nothing
has happened.
See what we mean by insidious,
treacherous, secretive, mean– they
all fit .

8

7. Reinstall the shorepower inlet
fixture to the side of the boat – and
you’re done! Congratulations on saving
yourself-INSIDIOUS FUTURE ELECTRICAL FAILURES !
Possibly you only have to do this
once and find that the clamping screws
are perfectly tight on subsequent examinations. Usually one subsequent tightening
is all that is necessary for the life of the
fixture. If you find you can’t tighten the
clamping screws at all, you can rest easy
knowing your electrical equipment is
getting uninterrupted power.

B.

C.

E.
Typical 110 volt 30 amp shorepower connection
B. Clamping Screw

4. Pull the fixture away from the side
of the boat, so you can get at the
inside part.
5. Holding the fixture in your hand,
turn it slightly sideways so you can see
the clamping screws that hold the
wires tightly in place.
(Only one is visible in the picture.)
6. Tighten them up as tightly as
possible. This will squeeze the wire
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D.
C. Hot Leg
D. Ground
E. Neutral Connection

Scan Those Gauges!

I

was pretty lucky last summer my 42' Nordic Tug could have sunk.
We were off for a weekend cruise to San Juan
Island. As we left Anacortes, the sun was
bright and the weather was warm – we were
looking forward to a beautiful, relaxing day on
the water. Our optimism soon faltered as, once
we left Guemes Channel, we saw a fog bank
blowing across Rosario Straight, as it often does
this time of year. Soon, the sun and its warmth
went away, and I throttled back.
I tuned my radar’s range and clutter,
noticing that several trawlers had taken up
slack and were staying as close to my stern as
was necessary to keep me in sight. In a short
while we emerged from the pea soup and were
entering Thatcher Pass – once again back in
the bright sun and warmth. I throttled back
up, and was happy about the day once more.
About 25 minutes later on my usual scan
of the instruments, I noticed that the light was
illuminated for the mid-bilge pump... humm,
I’ve never seen this before! I didn’t hear
anything, or feel anything and the motor was
running the same. I thought it must be some
wiring fault and wasn’t going to fret about it,
though I decided I’d open the hatch anyway
just to make sure everything was ok. I looked
down into the bilge, and my mind screamed
HOLY COW ... SHUT OFF THE MOTOR! The
engine room had 24" of water in it! My wife
instantly cranked back the throttle to idle, and
there was a geyser of water coming out of the
rubber hose immediately aft of the intake
pump. I instructed her to shut off the motor
and immediately the pre-luber activated,

keeping oil going through the motor, and more
importantly, the turbine. I shut down the raw
water intake and came back up topside to flag
down one of the trawlers that had been
following me through the fog.
I told the owner about the leak in my raw
water cooling and asked if he could offer me a
tow. He was more than willing to help a fellow
boater in distress and told me the same thing had
happened to him last year! We were towed into
Fisherman Bay on Lopez Island, and I called
Island Marine Center to alert them to my
predicament. After thanking the couple who gave
us the tow, I went up the dock to see a mechanic.
They were very helpful in finding a hose that
would work as a temporary fix to get me back to
Anacortes. We were able to go home that day –
but not until we’d spent a considerable amount of
time rinsing the entire engine compartment with
fresh water to remove the salt and then pumping
it all out again.
I was extremely lucky that day, because if I
had followed my initial train of thought and not
checked the bilge, the water could have
completely flooded the engine compartment and
done much more serious damage. The hose had
developed a 1.25” slit right on the molding seam,
and the geyser of water I witnessed was similar to
the spray from a fire hose.
After taking flying lessons, I learned the
importance of regularly checking gauges. This
unfortunate episode happened within one
minute’s time. Another important lesson in
boating learned - don’t ever assume that an
illuminated idiot light is just a simple wiring fault!
John & Sally Greene on Mission, 42-05

Perfect dinghy
davit system
Driven to the point of frustration by
dinghy/davit combinations that were more
headache then help, Dick Moore, the captain
and owner of 32’ Nordic Tug “Raven”,
embarked on a journey to find the perfect
dinghy/davit combination.
The noise of the typical electric davit
systems had always sounded much too loud
and obtrusive to Dick in the picturesque,
serene harbors of the San Jan Islands. Silence
was a must. Beyond preserving his sense of
peace and relaxation, however, there were
more practical items to consider such as
weight and stability of the dinghy, as well as
payload and performance. Most of all, Dick
needed the ability to launch his dinghy
single-handedly and with minimal effort.
The perfect dinghy/davit system was a
reality. By combining the high quality Weaver
davit system with a top rated Boss Boat
dinghy, Dick had found what he was looking
for. Equipped with a simple pulley, Dick can

Dick Moore with his 32’ Nordic Tug“Raven”.
now silently lower his 8’6” dinghy into the
Sound. The “Weaver Lever” outboard mount
keeps the engine level as the dinghy is being
lowered or raised and securely locks the eight
horsepower outboard engine in place when
the boat is lowered fully. Dick chose the 8’6”
Boss Boat because of it’s light weight (only
125 lbs.), rigid planing hull and rigid
fiberglass floatation tubes. Dick was also
excited that he could actually walk around on
top of the non-skid, molded tubes while the
boat is afloat. Its rigid tub design also means
that Dick will never have to deal with the
“soft boat” issues of an inflatable. The
optional fixed six-gallon fuel tank mounted
under the forward hatch helps offset Dick’s
weight when he is operating the dinghy solo.
The 8’6” Boss Boat is rated for a 9.9 horsepower engine and can safely carry 900 lbs. or
four adults! Dave uses an eight horsepower
outboard with his Boss Boat and told us, “The
boat planes easily with my weight, and I’m a
big guy!” Boss Boats can match the hull color
of your boat. In Dick’s case, Boss Boats
matched the Nordic Tugs Ivory hull perfectly.
Today, Dick enjoys a new sense of
freedom with his perfect dinghy/davit system.
If you would like to find out more about
Weaver davits or the Boss Boat dinghy, contact:

Cap Sante Marine at (360) 293-3145.
The silent dinghy davit built by Dick Moore.
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In the Galley
Oven Baked Halibut
8 fillets of fish
4 med potatoes
2 med onions
2 cloves of garlic
1/4 cup olive oil

lemon juice
thyme
grated cheese
sliced tomatoes

Marinate: Fish with white wine for 30 minutes: Pour off wine
Boil: Potatoes 10 minutes, drain, then slice
Saute: Chopped onions and garlic and olive oil
Pour: Oil/lemon juice mixture in baking dish
Layer: Sliced potatoes, sauteed onions and garlic place fish on top
Sprinkle: With thyme, grated cheese and sliced tomatoes
Bake: 15 minutes @ 400 degrees or until fish is barely done.
DO NOT over cook fish! Cod or Sea Bass may be used.
serves 6

For All Your Marine
Service Needs:
Contact: Pat McCullough,
Marine Field Service
Bus: 425-204-5590
Fax: 425-277-5331

The Solution
You Can Trust!

Cummins Northwest, Inc.
811 SW Grady Way
Renton, WA 98055
donald.p.mccullough@cummins.com
www.cumminsnorthwest.com

Provided by Carolyn Van Calcar

Blau’s Oyster Stew
1 quart oysters (per 4 servings)

any size or grade will do depending
whether used whole or cut up

1 pint milk (per qt. oysters)
Skim, 1%, 2%, Whole, Evaporated,
half & half. How rich do you want it?

1 TB. butter (per qt. oysters)

The stability of an
inflatable with the
security of fiberglass.
Full line of Boss Boats from 8.5’ to 17’

Salt, Pepper & etc.
Place whole or cut up oysters in a saucepan, add
butter and saute until edges curl. Time is not critical:
better to make sure they are done. Pacific oysters are hard to
overcook. Add milk, salt, pepper and other seasonings to taste.
Heat to just below boiling point. May be thickened with cornstarch or
instant potatoes if desired.
Provided by Blau Oyster Co. • www.blauoyster.com

Cap Sante Marine, LTD

www.capsante.com • info@capsante.com
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Toll Free 1-800-422-5794
1-800-422-5794
Anacortes WA • (360) 293-3145
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PROTECTOP INFLATABLE FENDERS

Galleria
This exciting new segment
of Waypoints features gadgets
and gizmos that members of our
Nordic Tugs family have said they
just can’t boat without!

D

arby Marine has introduced the Suction Cleat,
designed specifically for use in the yachting industry.
The Suction Cleat is 12.5 inches long and has double
suction cups that run 4.5 inches in diameter. The cups
create a vacuum that is strong enough to lift over 100
pounds. Designed out of stainless steel or nickel plating, the
Suction Cleat can withstand the harsh marine environment.

Darby Marine’s flagship product is now the World leader
enjoyed by Power, Sail, and Commercial vessels.
Our fenders are priced to be competitive in the marketplace,
even though our cost of manufacturing and materials exceed that
of our competitors. PROTECTOP is constructed of “4140 XBOAT”
material that is also used as chemical liners and in oil recovery
systems, thus the material is resistant to every chemical found in
and around motor vessels.
Although 4140 is similar to Hypalon, it has greater abrasion and
puncture resistance that meets ATSM, and military specifications
(MIL-T-52983 Para.4.5.2.14). The seams in a PROTECTOP fender are
unified by a “Thermo-bonding” method on both sides of the material;
no glue is used in construction. The inflator valves are an industry
standard and is rated above the bursting pressure design.
Darby Marine is one of the few manufacturers that test the
bursting pressure of their fenders. The formula to determine the
greatest strength for each length and diameter is exact. Hence each
fender is constructed precisely to length and diameter to ensure
every fender performs uniformly.
These are absolutely the industries top quality Inflatable /

Deflatable fender. That’s why
we offer an unconditional 3
year guarantee against
manufacturing defects!
A wide variety of
fender cover colors are

available. All covers are
made with Sunbrella™, and
are reversible. We also
supply the INFLATOR,
available in, 110 V /60hz, or
220 V / 50hz. It only takes
seconds to inflate to the necessary 1lb / p.s.i., or deflate completely!
In the deflated mode, its compact size and extreme light weight
make it the ideal space saving fender replacement.
All fenders are provided with multiple nylon webbed “hang straps”,
and Velcro storage strap. We stock all sizes PROTECTOP in our warehouse!

RACOR FUEL FILTERS
The Suction Cleat works both above and below the
water, making it the perfect hand-hold while working
around your boat or as an extra hand-hold while carrying
heavy objects. Another
great application - use it
to hold a pail while
you’re cleaning.
The Suction Cleat
can also be used for tender
tie offs and lifting hatches
with broken handles.
For more information on
the Suction Cleat, contact:
Darby Marine
954-761-9511
or visit their website at
www.darbymarine.com.

How do you drain fuel and other contamination like
water out of the bottom of your primary (Racor) fuel
filter? I came across a great solution to this question at
TrawlerPort this past January in Seattle, Wash.
At a seminar on diesel engines and maintenance, presenter Chuck Husick asked the attendees
this very same question – how do you remove fuel,
water and other debris out of the filter with out letting
air in? After hearing Chuck’s solution, I determined
that he is either a genius or has far more common
sense and ingenuity than I do! What’s Chuck’s
solution, you ask? To paraphrase Chuck – you simply
suck it out!
The process is quite easy – and not as
offensive as it may sound! In the bottom of the Racor
filter bowel is a drain plug or a petcock drain valve
that has a hose barb on it. If yours doesn’t have the
valve with the hose barb, you will need to get set up

with them (see drawing). Get yourself an outboard inline fuel priming pump. You will also need some hose
that will fit over the hose barbs on the filters and
priming pump. The priming pump is
directional. Put the inlet end hose on
the Racor, open the valve and pump.
You will pull water and whatever else
may be in the filter out, without
letting any air in the filter. Very
important - have a can or container
on hand to catch what comes out the
other end. I think you will all find
this pumping system a very handy
item to have on your boat.
Chuck Husick is a regular
contributor to the SENTOA group
and writes for many marine publications including PassageMaker.
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RENDEZVOUS AT GULF COAST

T
PORTLAND RENDEZVOUS
Fall 2003: Portland
Oregon Nordic Tug
owners had a minirendezvous, and by the
photo Linda & Jim
Latham sent me, I think
I missed one great gettogether on the Willamette
River in downtown
Portland. You can bet I
The Jupiter in Portland.
will make the drive from
Seattle, to Portland, next year if they have one again. Oh, and
notice all that blue sky in the background. That’s the difference
between Portland and Seattle on many fall days.
We really like to hear about these events and group cruises
that owners particiapate in throughout the year. So send me
notes and photos and I'll let other Nordic Tug owners know of
all the fun you are having. - Bob Shamek

he 1st Annual Gulf Coast Nordic
Tugs Rendezvous was held at Lakewood Yacht Club and Moody Gardens on
September 12-14, 2003.
Friday evening began with wine and cheese
and a chance to visit the various Nordic Tug
owners. Dinner at Lakewood Yacht Club
followed. Saturday morning began with coffee
and Danish and continued with seminars until
noon. Topics included Preventive and Routine
Engine Maintenance, Emergency Procedures for
Man Overboard and Update on Marine Electronics,
and Provisioning and Space Utilization.

Following the seminars, the tugs cruised to
Moody Gardens in Galveston, Texas, for more
boat hopping and camaraderie. Dinner was held
at the Moody Gardens Hotel and Bob Shamek,
marketing manager at Nordic Tugs, gave an
update on the Nordic 52. Fred and Helen
Spiegelberg were unanimously elected to plan
the second rendezvous.
Sunday morning the Spiegelbergs hosted a
delicious breakfast, then everyone headed home.
If you would like to attend next year’s
event, let the factory know. We’ll send you
a registration packet.

2004 NORDIC TUGS RENDEZVOUS
TH -

JUNE 11 -13TH
California / S.F.B. Nordic Tug Owners
Sponsor: Ballena Bay Yacht Brokers

Northeast Owners Asso.)

Location: Benicia California

Sponsor: Bay Breeze Yacht Sales

JUNE 17TH - 20TH
Northwest Nordic Tug Owners annual
rendezvous
Sponsor: Skippercress Yacht Sales
Location: Cap Sante Yacht Haven
Anacortes, WA.
ST

RD

JULY 21 - 23
NTOA

(Nordic Tug Northeast Owners Association)

Sponsor: Wilde Yacht Sales

Location: Essex Island Marina, Essex, CT.

Submission Guidelines:
Mail: 11367 Higgins Airport Way,
Burlington, WA 98233

AUGUST 18TH-21ST
GLANTOA (Great Lakes Area Nordic Tug

Location: Manitowoc WI
Municipal Marina
Registration: sales@nordictug.com
OCTOBER 8TH - 10TH
Gulf Coast Nordic Tug
Owners Association
Location: Harbour House Marina
Galveston TX.
INFORMATION: Contact Nordic Tugs
at 360-757-8847 • sales@nordictug.com
www.nordictug.com/pages/
2004rendezvous.htm
Email: sales@nordictug.com
Requirements: Text should be submitted
as a Word document and photos should
be JPEG or TIFF format at 300 DPI .

Happy Nordic Tug owners at the Portland Rendezvous.

Practical pilothouse cruisers.
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Hand crafted in USA.

